Back to School Madlib (1)
Today was the first day of school. I was a little nervous because I’d heard
some adjective_______________________ rumours about our new ordinal number
_____________grade subject____________________ teacher.
Don’t get me wrong—some kids thought that teacher’s
name_______________________ was adjective_________________________, but there were
many who thought s/he was the superlative adjective________________________ teacher
they’d ever met.
Other kids from last year told us how teacher’s name_______________________ would
verb____________________ to the front of the classroom then verb______________, adverb
____________to get the class’s attention. If a student got out of line, s/he
could count on teacher’s name_____________________ to verb________________, then
verb_________________, adverb___________________. But most of the time, teacher’s name
________________was very unpredictable.
So you see, many of us were a little adjective_____________________ when we first
entered the adjective_________________________ classroom.
The walls were covered in adjective_________________, plural
noun______________________ and adjective_______________________, plural
noun______________________. The desks were arranged in a geometric
shape____________________. There were even plural noun____________________________
hanging from the ceiling! But what I noticed first was what my
adjective________________teacher was wearing. I don’t know about the other
kids, but I have never seen a teacher wearing pants that shade of
colour___________________ before. The vest s/he wore looked like something out
of movie title___________________________________, and on his/her head was a(n)
adjective_______________________, noun________________________ worn just like a hat.
Some of us weren’t sure whether to laugh or to cry, but we were polite and
s/he didn’t seem to notice our surprise or suppressed present tense
verb____________________________.
Whatever they say, one thing is for certain: this is going to be a(n) adjective
____________________ year!
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adjective __________________________
ordinal number ________________________
subject __________________________________
teacher’s name ______________________________
adjective ______________________
superlative adjective _________________________
teacher’s name _________________________
verb ____________________________
verb _____________________________
adverb _____________________________
teacher’s name ____________________________
verb ___________________________________
verb __________________________________
adverb ______________________________
teacher’s name ______________________
adjective _________________________
adjective _______________________
adjective __________________________
plural noun ________________________
adjective ___________________________
plural noun _________________________
geometric shape __________________________
plural noun ______________________________
adjective ______________________________
colour _______________________________
movie title _________________________________________
adjective __________________________________
noun __________________________
present tense verb _________________________________
adjective ______________________________
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